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fcate Teachers College
FarmyiUe, Virginia.

Tuesday, May 8, 1945, Makes
Important Date In History

The Rotunda

(An Editorial)

Tuesday, May 8, 1945. marks one of the most important
dates in the history of the world. After five years, eight
VOLUME XXIV
months, and four days of continuous fighting in Europe,
the official end of the war was proclaimed; however, not all
guns were silenced as battles in Czechoslovakia continued
to rage. Once again the flag of freedom flies over the wartorn countries of the West.
Throughout the ntaion yesterday and last night, groups
of men and women, boys and girls assembled in churches
to give thanks to Almighty God for the victory which had
been won. As V-E Day meetings were held, people paid
tribute, both verbally and silently to the men who have
fought on the battle fields in Europe and to those who are
continuing to fight in the Pacific. Many servicemen have
Hampden - Sydney defeated S.
made and are continuing to make the supreme sacrifice on T. C. in the quiz contest held
the field of battle; these bi>ys and men will never again see Tuesday nignt, May 8, in Uie colthe promise of an American morning, and even in death, lege auditorium, win; a total score
oi 264. 'Ihe S. T. C. team had a
they have been denied the solace of American soil.
There can 1... no complete rejoicing in one's own heart"?*l™n ol 23'.»>omts- Thls u
until all fighting ceases throughout the entire world. The l^l^TZ,££%*%.
bail le continues to rage in the Pacific, and our boys who Liia ^pp* uamma. national
aie there have not yet seen victory as a reality. Of course.' naternity for leadership.
it is true that the war in the Pacific will be hastened by the I Jim McWilliams. raaio star ot
German defeat as all mechanisms of war will be concen-jthe famous Askit Baskit program
trated from the West to the East.
was master of ceremonies. Mr.
Here and now, we do join in paying tribute not only to McWilliams who is now doing
men who have made the supreme sacrifice, but to our men on work Ior the uso and has a week"
land, in the air, and on the sea wherever they are and to iy radl° program in Chicago, was
the women who are wearing the uniform of their country, i Miroaweaty Marilyn Mil, chairas they fulfill their duties. We do dedicate ourselves to theIm™e° 01^STTSue'Sre
that is before us that those yiio died "shall
'shall not have ££? £, °^£U of the £5
died in vain, and that this nation of the people, by the peo- Cross to which went the proceeds
ple, and lor the people shall not perish from the earth."
from the quiz.
The boys composing the Hamp£en-Sydney team are Charlie Pox
Graham, senior from Wytheville;
Douglas Price, sophomore from
Norfolk; Charles Ralston, sophomore from Harnsonburg; Maurice
Sill, sophomore from Parkersburg,
Evelyn Cole, sophomore from! Evelyn Grizzard, junior from West Virginia, and Bill Smythe,
Chase City, was recently elected Drewryville, was Installed as pres- sophomore from Clothier, West
president of Gamma Psi. local ident of the Pan-Hellenic Council Virginia.
honor society in fine arts. She will in a joint meeting of the eight Making up the S. T. C. team
succeed Mary Lou Dondley, senior sorority groups on campus Tues- are Olive Bradshaw, senior from
from Covington, in this position. day. May 8, at 5 o'clock in the Rice; Annette Grainger, freshCarmen Low, sophomore from small auditorium. She will sucContinued on Page 3
Hopewell, was elected vice-presi- ceed Jean Prosise.
dent to succeed Virginia Terrell;
Margaret Orange, junior from
Olenn Ann Patterson, junior from Richmond, was installed as viceWlnston-Salem, North Carolina, president; Betty Brothers, junior
was elected secretary-treasurer from Suffolk, as secretary; Dorsucceeding Jane Knapton as sec- othy Overstreet, junior from Bedretary and Lucille Winston as ford, as treasurer.
treasurer. Elected as poster chairChairman of programs is" Betty
Beginning at 7; 30 tonight, enman, succeeding Eleanor Correll, Adams, junior from Richmond;
was Button Bland, sophomore publicity chairman is Margaret tertainment will be given by some
of the college students In the Refrom West Point.
Mclntyre. junior from Marion.
Helene Griffin, freshman from South Carolina; keeper of record creation Hall at Camp Pickett.
Roanoke; Norma Howard, fresh- is Barbara Kellam, sophomore I This program Is made possible
through the Recreation commitman from Roanoke; Glenn Ann
Patterson, junior from Winslon- from Norfolk; and rush chair-! tee of the Red Cross unit.
Sak'in. North Carolina; and Mary man is Betty Woodward, junior, In charge of the entertainment
are Anne Summers, chairman;
Rattray, freshman from Long from Barhamsvllle.
Hilda Bennett, Betty Elllis, and
Island, New York, were recently
Grace Loyd.
made members of the society.
During the evening, solos will
Gamma Psi was established in
be rendered by Ann Masloff, Anne
1932 to give recognition to-those
Kingdon. and Joscelyn James,
Students of the college who show
an Interest in the field of art and
Dr. M. B. Stokes, professor of while Cab Overby will play sevattain a certain scholastic stan- Christian Doctrine at Emory Uni- eral piano selections, and Anna
dard; to create and foster these versity, will be the speaker in Headlee will play the accordian.
Interests in new students; and to hapel. Tuesday, May 15. His sub- [Virginia Fry Terrell and Pat Mcrender art service to the college. Ject will be "Some Great Chris- Lear will do a tap dance number,
Betty Ellis will give a castanet
tion Beliefs."
He received his D. D. from dance, and she and Doris Rose
Duke University and his Ph. D. Ramsey will jitterbug. Acting as
mistress of ceremonies for the evefrom Boston University.
Dr. Stokes will speak at the ning will be Marilyn Bell.
Miss Leola Wheeler will chapMiss Mary Nichols, member of Methodist church at 4 p. m., and
eron the group.
the English Department, has re- 8 p. m.. Monday and Tuesday.
cently made several contributions
to the college library. She has
??
given about six volumes of the
Eclectic Magazine, which deals
with foreign literature, science,
and art, covering the years 18491851.
The contents are analyzed in
With Mr. Jim McWilliams as "How do you feel?" he jovially
Poole's Index to Periodical Literrefiree,
the H. S.- S. T. C. an- inquired. "Are you nervous?"
ature, which Is the nineteenth
nual Battle of Wits ensued for, Replied Charles Fox Graham of
centuryy guide, predecessor of the
'T . "J£5/£Z
,urh more than two hours last night, the H-S team ... in a muttter .
Reader. Gu^eJ^n^,,^ before a packed auditorium, with Not nervous. I'm dumb!"
tot. resting material crlttanu.
And so the battle started. The
from Hampden.Sydney
and reviews, of Ro^« ^uthey s lopplnK u^ team from S. T. C. first query went to the gentlePOe mS
a
, 'J *, announcing
the"ouffiscore of 264 to 237. _ men,
evening
a°nn™,n rin0 the
vertisement
pubh *ith
^a final ^
^ and throughout the
everything
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H-S lieteats MX
In Quiz Contest

Six Girls Selected
To Attend Y Meet

Radio Fame Star
Acts as Conductor

Conference Slated
Saturday, May 12

Cole Elected Head Pan-Hel Installs
Of Art Students Grizzard As Head
i

Jane Anderson, junior from
Farmville; Ruth Brooks, junior
from Farmville; Rachel Brugh,
sophomore from Roanoke; Minnie
Lee Crumpler, Junior from Suffolk;
Patsy Dale, sophomore from
Homeville; and Judy Reick, sophomore from West Point, were recently elected by the Y cabinet to
attend the Y. W. C. A. Southern
Regional Conference in Richmond
Saturday, May 12.
Dr. Theodore E. Adams, pastor
of the First Baptist Church, at
which the conference will take
place, will be the main speaker
on the morning program. His
topic will be "The Times Demand". Besides the two discussion groups, there will be a worship hour put on by the Y. W.
girls from Mary Washington college.
Miss Irene Harris will speak on
"Y In The World" in the afternoon. Also scheduled for the afternoon is a business meeting at
which time election of continuing
committees will take place, and
finances and summer projects will
be discussed. There will be two
discussion groups on "Y And
Wherefore" in the afternoon.
All college Y. W. C. A.'s of eastern Virginia will send representa•lves to this conference.

Students To Give College Students
Show At Pickett Teach Spring Term

Dr. Stokes To Speak
In Chapel on May 5

Nichols Gives Books
For Use In Library

"It'i Great To Be a Genius
Admits Victorious H-S Team

dMM lhe cQn

aUon

f

UoM

covered

5
_° .^"USS^JU* i™,„ test into three rounds.
In the from the unequal sides of a scalrfon, and an article about Arthur flrst. the' teams were alternately cne triangle to ascending order of
Henry Hallam.
asked a question, with volunteers winning hands in a poker game,
for the answer. In the second. Nursery rhymes entered into it.
each individual member picked and when the query came, "Who
his or her own topic and was ask- ran through the town in a white
ed three questions about the chos- nightgown?" came the audible
en subject. In Round 3, the teams, reply from Miss Garnette in the
Martha Holman, Junior from went Into huddles over the ans- j audience, "S. T. C. girls!"
Farmville was elected president of wers. their response being stated
Yes, everyone Joined in the fun.
the Town Girls Club at a meeting by one designated member.
The Quizzes quizzed the Qu
Monday. May 7. She succeeds Rae
Mr. McWilliams started things and the audience answered a good
Chick, senior from Prospect.
off
with a bit of his perpetual many of the questions correctly
Other officers are vice-president,
among themselves where the
Evelyn Moore, freshman from quipping and libblng, by saying teams failed to impart the necwhat
a
pleasure
it
was
for
him
Prospect, suceeding Virginia Price. to be there "with so much beauty 'Mary knowledge, and Mr McWlljunior from Farmville; secretary,, ~ "-"£•• ""■ ~ -""V -""'_ hams out-did himself by crowing
Nola Brlsentine^ sophomore from on ™* h™d;?n* ™ «e went on and cackling Ilk. a Bantam chickProspect, succeeding Loreene Agee., ness on the other.
He went on en
guessing
«
senlor from Farmville; and treas- to say that in answering, the con- (the
eight
weights
of
boxing!
urer, Betty Bondurant. freshman testants were expected to respond
It was a grand evening and an
from Farmville, succeeding Vir- with their right hands, but ex- educational one. Many thanks to
ceptions
could
be
accepted
in
the
ginia Farrier, sophomore from
Continued on Page 3
case of left-handedness.
Farmville.

Holman Named Head
Of Town Girls Club

Thirty girls are doing student
teaching in the Farmville High
School during the spring quarter,
Dr. J. P. Wynne, director of teacher-training, has released to the
press.
Teaching History I and English
I are Josephine Beatty. while Rosa Lee Bell is teaching Chemistry.
Betty Blackwell is teaching Biology and Civics IV; Betty Edwards,
History in and seventh grade
History; Alice Green. Spanish;
Carolyn Huddle, History HI and
English III; Elise Hume, Biology
and Science; Edith Jones, English
I and History I; Fay Johnson,
English II; Gertrude Moore, Algebra and Plane Geometry; Anna
Ward Peery, Civics IV; Sally Robertson. Math I and Algebra II;
Jane Ruffin, Latin and English
IV; Mary Preston Sheffey. Science: and Faith Weeks. English
and Social Science in the seventh
grade.
Rae Chick, Dorothy Cox Hamm,
Evelyn Stovall, and Virginia Via
are teaching home economics in
the high school. Teaching business
subjects are Mary William Calvert, Helen Cobbs. Betsy Dillard,
Frances Wentzel Gayle, Hersey
Hutt, Theresa Hutt, Marilyn Johnson. Isabel Key. Anna Ward Peery,
Mary Preston Sheffey. and Martha Anne Upshur.
Teaching home economics In the
Cumberland High School are Lorraine Ralford and Nannie Webb,
while Hersey Hutt, Frances Oayle,
Marilyn Johnson, and Mary Preston Sheffey are teaching commercial work in college in addition
to the high school here.
Students teaching in the elementary school are Betty Adams,
Mary Ellen Hoge, and Nancy
Pitts, first grade; Marguerite Stephenson and Virginia Parson,
Continued on Paae 4

Senior Chapel Set
For Friday, May 18

Summers Selected
Head of Cotillion
For Coming Year

May 18 has been set for the date
of senior class chapel, according
to an announcement by Eleanor
Wade, president of the senior
class. At this time the honorary
class member selected by the junior class will be announced.
The senior class will sing their
.'.ongs to the school during the
Anne Summers, junior from
program. A brief speech of farewell will be made by Eleanor Hampden - Sydney, was elected
Wade, after which Eleanor Bisese, president of the Cotillion Club at
.unior class president, will give a
a meeting held last night, May 8.
talk.
in the small auditorium. She will
succeed Marilyn Johnson.
Nancy Pitts, junior from Norfolk, was elected figure leader.
She will succeed Betsy Caldwell.
Katherine Prebble, junior from
Lynchburg, will succeed Margaret
Pogue Massie as secretary-treasurer. The new business manager
will be Peggy T. Ross, junior from
succeeding Catherine
Nineteen students have been se- O n 1 e y,
Trower.
Ucted to serve on the 1945-46
Anne Summers was recently elbtftfl of the Virginian, according
to an announcement made this ected vice-president of the senweek by Lillian Elliott, editor-in- ior class for next year, and is
chairman of the recreation comchief.
Girls chosen to serve are Alice mittee of the Red Cross. A transAnne Abernathy, freshman from fer from Randolph Macon WomDinwiddie; Doris Ballance, fresh- an's College, she was chairman
man from Norfolk; Hilda Bennett, of one of the discussion groups for
sophomore from Bedford; Claire war emphasis day.
Clark, freshman from Richmond;
Spring Cotillion dance will be
Anna Cosey, junior from Lakeland, Florida; Margaret Ellett, held Saturday. May 19, in the
sophomore from Jennings Ordin- college gymnasium. Al Massie will
ary; Betty Ewell, freshman from play for the dance which was oriBloxom; Grace Loyd, sophomore ginally scheduled for April 14, but
from Lynchburg; Sue McCorkle.
sophomore from Lexington; and was postponed because of the
Kitty Maddox, junior from Lynch- death of the late President
burg.
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Also, Mary Anne Morris, freshman from Richmond; Dorothy
Overcash, junior from HampdenSydney; Dorothy Owen, sophomore from Sedley; Nancy ParMrs. M. Boyd Coyner and Miss
rish. sophomore from Manassas;
Olenn Ann Patterson, junior from Virginia Wall left yesterday to
Winston-Salem, North Carolina; visit prospective high school stuMary Rattray, freshman from dents and alumnae in central and
Long Island, New York; Anne western Virginia.
Towns visited on the trip will
Shufflebarger, sophomore from
Bluefleld, West Virginia; Phyllis include Charlottesville, Covington,
Watts, junior from Lynchburg, Clifton Forge, Lexington, Staunand Faye Wolfe, freshman from ton, and Waynesboro.
Vinton.
Several weeks ago. Dean MarSue Hundley and Shirley Crus- tha Smith-Smith, Mrs. Coyner,
er were elected manager editor and Miss Wall attended alumiiai'
and business manager respective- meetings in Tidewater Virginia.
ly at the time when other publica- Also during this trip, prospective
tion heads were appointed.
high school seniors were visited.

Other Dance Cluh
Officers Elected

Elliott Announces
Virginian Staff
19 College Girls
Elected To Work

Coyner, Wall Visit
Students, Alumnae

Russian Winter Adds Final
Touch To STC-ers May Day
By MARGARET WILSON

Yes sir, even the gooey weather
had its advantages That Russian
winter added the finishing touch
to 8. T. C.'s May Day
What
with Czars and Cossacks and
down-trodden masses, a cheerful
sun would have been out of place
anyway.
Much groaning, stitching, and
pulling tf hair went into the making, but 'pardon our blush's* n
was worth it! And, besides, it
really was fun. Did you ever do
a May dance in January—and like
It? The Spartans were creampuffu- grossly ovtr-rated. We Russians can really take it The cry
"To the cabin" was heard only
twice at dress rehearsal Fndayi and promptly as the last dripping
peasant hit the steps, the sun
bratU through. On the whole, the
I clouds contented themselves with
{seeing how black they could get
without exploding, so nobody's
complaining
Of course you've heard tin
On me song:
Under sponsorship of the StanDrinkln rum and Kolemyka
ward Oil Company, a movie was
On» poin to-o Longwood
presented in chapel Thursday,
Both Arkon and Hopak
May 4. The movie dealt with the
Working for the ma-asea.
subject of the Oil Industry in War
Well, it can be loud No foolTime.
The film showed the laying of ing, the tongue-twister narm
!>ody In the mood, but It was
an oil pipeline In the Eastern part
of the United States and the va- plenty of painstaking research on
'In part of Miss Kay that moldrd
rious uses of oil in war time.

Standard Oil Co.
Presents Movie Here

No. 27

the theme and made May-Day
Russian in spirit, as well as form.
We had Miss Kay and Miss
Wheeler—both aiming at peril D
tion, and that's enough said.
The costumes did a lot toward
Inspiring the dancers. Oaly colored and strikingly Russian "pronounced as In "you") in characii i the massed effect in the finale
was really effective.
There isn't much we can say
about Betsy except — well, you
know- (Josh! Hat surprise entrance was a sensation. And Priddy's grin Just about stole the beIn'"! iin , .show Remember the
Chesire Cat? 'Lightnln' " made a
lovely picture as maid of honor
Wi ii so used to her jodphurs
that a gasp was all we could manage The court spoke for Itself.
Olamour. we guess!
In spite of strict orders about
staying out of sight, we did get a
lllmim id the hill-slde audi
Relatives, friends, and friends
uncles were th"re Every
one saw Dr Jeffers at one, and
ulini i missed a 1-2-3 turn—but
not quite.
Hi' in,'in i. | iik"i it. the sun
finally came through, Miss Kay
broke down wd let Qu masses
tak» off 'hen hois in spite of
King Mud. and all was well. Long
live May-Day!
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War Bond Symbolizes
Our Gratitude

able leadership on the part of the committee headed by Dora Walker Jones. The
hours of planning and hard work came to
an end on Saturday as the Russian festival
was presented to hundreds of students,
parents and friends.
To Miss Kauzlarich better known on the
campus as "Miss Kay", we of the student
body wish to express our gratitude for the
time which she so willingly gave in directing this yeai's program. Then to the entire
committee, Dora Walker Jones, chairman;
Fiances Lee, assistant chairman; Catherine
Trower, business manager; Betty Ellis,
dance; Connie Ozlin, music; Carol Diggs,
staging; Margaret Orange, transportation;
and Lucy Manson Sharpe, costumes; we
just want to say "thank you, it was lovely."
Realizing the scarcity of materials and
after inquiring as to how the costumes were
possible, we found that old sheets were
dyed and other articles prepared in the
same way under the direction of Lucy Manson Sharpe. Hers was a tremendous task
and one of which we were very much aware
as we noticed the Russian costumes from
the Czar to the humble, ignorant peasant.
This May Day program would not have
been complete without the art work done by
Miss Bedford's classes. The Russian characters painted on the ladies' skirts added
much to the meaning of that part of the
program.
We have just selected the people who
were influential in planning and carrying
ou the May Day plans; however,' we are
conscious of the fact that it could not have
been possible without the cooperation and
participation of many of the students.
In closing, may we say that it was a
lovely celebration which many of you helped to make possible through your interest,
cooperation, and support.

"The War Bond is at once the symbol
of our gratitude and the weapon of our
worthiness," Dr. Francis P. Gaines, presid.iil of Washington and Lee University, has
said. Our gratitude and our worthiness will
Boon begin to show in the Seventh War
Loan Drive. The drive begins May 14 and
continues through June 30. However, colleges may count April sales on their drive
objectives.
Americans, students, bankers, carpenters, as individuals are taking on their biggest quota to date, seven million dollars,
four million in "E" bonds alone. The Treasury must raise in two drives in 1945 almost
as much as it raised in three drives in 1944.
You may be asking. "Why is this such
a big quota? Haven't we already reached
the peak?" The answer is "The money is
still needed for war." The Allied Military
Command has said that the war to crush
Japan will be bigger, tougher, and larger
than most Americans expect. We may think
it's almost over, but "G. I. Joe" in a foxhole
in the Pacific theater of war knows the Jap,
and knows that the Jap fights to the death.
To defeat Japan will take time, heroic
effort, overpowering equipment, millions
of men and tons of supplies to be sent in
the new ships now being built* More of everything will be needed, more planes, ships,
guns, tanks and jeeps, more supplies to
crush our foe faster, in order that the boy
next door or the kid brother may come
home sooner.
"And, lest we forget," the sick, wounded,
and disabled will require medical attention
and care. Millions of dollars will be required to help our veterans get started
again in civilian life.
To raise the vast sum needed every
American will have to dig deeper into his
pocket. We must do our part for our own
By Mildred At lice
sake, for our country's. Save for our country, save for yourself. In helping our country, we are also helping ourselves. When
the final peace comes, we will need money
for education, replacements, for all the little things we've given up for the war. There
isn't a better or a safer road to take to
reach these dreams than the one entitled
At nine o'clock" Tuesday morning, May
United States Savings Bonds. Take your
8, President Harry S. Truman proclaimed
place on the high road, and make your futo the American people the unconditional
ture secure.
surrender of Germany to the armies of the
United States, Great Britain, and Russia.
The long awaited for V-E day had come at
last! The American people paused long
One of the loveliest May Day programs enough from their war jobs to offer a prayever to be given by Farmville students was er of thanksgiving and rededication. With
held in the amphitheater at Longwood on tear stains of joy on their cheeks and a deSaturday afternoon. The entire program termination to work even harder in order
showed careful planning on the part of the that the enemy in the east may soon be
director, Miss Emily Kauzlarich, and cap- crushed, the people of the allied nations
went back to work this morning.

Gleanings

May Day Appreciation
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In the Pacific the Australians initiated
an invasion of the island of Borneo. The
Marines and the infantrymen are still slowly but surely conquering the Japanese on
Okinawa. The Japanese are reported to be
quite upset over the German surrender.
This is easy to understand since all Americans already know that the war will not be
at an end with the conquest of Germany,
but only a doubling of the effort which will
all be concentrated on the total defeat of
the Japanese.
Past events confirm the fact that the task
of solving problems when a group, a nation, or the world journeys along an unused
road is immense and unromantic. The San
Francisco Conference has such a gigantic
task now, and requires the utmost patience
from all Americans. Without popular support the conference would fail in this task
' ven if it were composed of the greatest
men in the world, but with it, it will succeed. This week the United States exerted
enough influence to give Argentina a seat
The week ended with five important nations attempting to find a solution for the
trusteeship of islands and possessions. The
Polish problem was summarily dropped after Russia's announcement of the arrest of
sixteen Polish democrats.

HEARD AFTER

BEDCHECK
Not since last years May Day
has there been so much excitement on campus. May Day, with
unpredictable "ole man weather"
lurking behind a black cloud nearly turned more than one head
grey. However good fortune smiled upon us and May Day was all
anyone could have hoped for. Orchids go to our very lovely queen,
Betsy Caldwell. and her gracious
court. Not to overlook all the
Kills who lent their grace and
charm to the dances. A few more
orchids to Miss Kay and Dody for
their tireless efforts. It was a superb presentation!
Goodness! Such gabbing as followed the dance. Keeping each ear
glued to a different keyhole is
rather tiring!
Even though Bobby can't be
here his gardenias continue to arrive. You're pretty lucky, Elsie! '
Maybe John doesn't care for
women, bui he seems to have fall< n hook. line, and sinker for Ann
Baer: How 'bout that trip to
Lynchburg this week-end?
And just who was Barbara Lee's
choice of the cutest man at the
dance. Seems as though there was
something about an invitation to
Cotillion involved.
Speaking of the Navy. Page
Vaughan's blond can't seem to
stay away! Of all the unfortunate
things, he received seven demerits
for overstaying on his last visit.
Wow! What charm!
No wonder Mar Kent was all
astew. Her father insisted upon
dancing at one end of the floor
and Bob at the other.
Must say that Agnes has an eye (Instead of having one question this week, there will be
for the men! The snakes seemed
questions asked by some of the girls on campus with
to appreciate him as well.
answers from the inquiring reporter.)
Doug Agee was certainly the
man of the hour", why hasn't
Coleen told us these things before?
Jenny Cofein: What I'd like to how long is a piece of string? May
As for having a big time, Pat ask Is. will they let me off campus we refer you to the Encyclopedia
Carter did. Hubert does get to go home this summer? Accord- Britannica for a complete discusaround.
ing to our calculation and compu- sion of aforementioned subjects!!
Let Kay T. tell you the details. tations, you will have to stay on
Lucille cpsliur: Do we get any
Anyway, she got no small charge. campus every summer school for summer vacation this year? Yes. If
And what's this we hear about four years to make up for your *e all promise to hitch hike home
those South Boston boys who gave violations.
and not crowd the trains.
Betty Jane and Joyce such a
Evelyn Goodman: Do we get out
Anne Mauser: When will I hear
knocked-out time?
June 1? Exams start May 29, on from David? Today.
Lo. after these many years May Tuesday, and graduation will be
Nancy Parrish: Why don't we
Winn and Betty Repass returned on June 4.
get out a couple of days early this
to grace our campus once more.
Betty Anne Plunkett: Is Henry quarter since we didn't get Easter
Liked it so well, they're planning going to get fighter or bomber? and Thanksgiving holidays? Your
another trip in this direction.
You tell us—you're an authority guess is as good as ours.
And how does Earl manage en the subject ... of Henry, not
Anonymous: Are they going to
these extended week-ends. Oln- bombers!
put bars across the windows next
eer? I guess this is sufficient reaAnne Shufflebarger: How can /ear? Some reported a man measson for that state of semi-con- you write a geography paper with- uring them but perhaps they'll
sciousness.
out working? $100 reward to any- i\ .is Venetian blinds Instead of
Margie, Kitty Sue. and Minnie one who can answer this question onrs! ... we keep telling ourRose seems to hafre the Camp —we're stumped!
clves!
Pickett situation well In hand.
Ruth Jones: Are they just goBarbara Montgomery • When are
More power to you there!
ing to allow 100 girls to go home
Apply to Cupid Partln (Fran- for summer vacations? To answer ihey goln;; to start calling the roll
cis • for any assistance needed. that would only lead to bloodshed Tor chapol? Any time they can
Barbara Jean and Stoney can in the stampede for the Dean's of- get a double-talk man that can
all our names in half an hour.
give the required recommenda- fice, but confidentially. It's rumor- sayKitty
Sue Bridgerorth: What
dations.
ed they'll be more than glad to IN ihe new rules for next year?
Flash! Roland has been accept- get rid of all of us.
Wi ii worried enough trying to
ed; in fact, he has enrolled with
Alice Ann Abernathy: When Is obey the ones we have now!
classes on Saturday and Sunday.
ouise Rives: Why am I dying
Nancy Almonds Charlie has also Loyd coming home? Now you to I see
Joe? If anybody doesn't
know that's a military sacret . . .
submitted his application.
tan
I
the
answer to that, Just
bet
he'll
be
there
in
time
enough.
Bouquets to our ex-editor for
.
■
ihe
picture
of the guy named
Chris
Sliifflett:
Why
does
a
Continued on Pace 4
powder puff? or a side walk? or Joe in 32 Annex.

LONGWOOD CAMPER

Question of the Week

aiip |
By ANNA III AIM 1 I
Vesper services will be held tonight in Joan Court, and the topic for prayers tomorrow will be
"When Christians Speak."
Attending the Y. W. C. A. conference at Longwood, Wednesday,
May 2, at 4 o'clock were old and
new cabinet members, the freshman commission, the advisory
board, and the town ministers.
Plans were presented by the new
committee chairman during the
set-up conference, and following
the meeting, the student body
came out for a social hour planned by the social committee of the
"Y".
The Presbyterians announce
that a mast wonderful time was
had by all who attended the picnic at Longwood Monday afternoon.
This coming Sunday night, the
Canterbury Club will entertain the
twelve senior members at a special supper in the Rectory.
The Baptist Monthly Greater
Council of all unit organizations
of the B. S. U. met Monday at the
Student Cfcnter. Plans were made
at this meeting for a special program to be given at their Y. W. A.
meeting tonight.
"Give us. we pray. Thy spirit, too.
Living in all we say or do.
So that our lives like Thine may
be.
Beautiful eternally."

Civilian Tux, Army Khaki,
Navy Blue Spotlight Dance
By HELENE GRIFFIN
"A.l light, now here we go . . . face!
Standing by the orchestra you
you all be still and don't laugh or
I'll foul up your name as sure as can get a pretty good Idea of
anything." After this hush talk, what the dance is like! Lots of
j the two couples glide into student those lovely black tux; plenty of
lounge, present their dates and khaki and blue, wilh a few gold
j travel smoothly down that "long, and silver bars, and gold stripes
Nice
long line." They're doing quite scattered hither and yon.
well until they reach the last night for a lookout! 'Shame you
figure. Miss S
this is uh. St. can't see without your glasses.)
Sackson—er. I mean Pvt. Jackson^ Hmmm . . time out! Lucky, lucky,
. . . and Miss S
may I present having two pieces that are dedl"Cpl Mnck Jlreau -oh, I mean -ated to "em—is it fair? Yep . . .
"Cpl. Jack Mlreau." This confus- guess so!
Ten-thirty is when all the gals
ing jangle of words over, the
fourcome "excuse me" their way lose two inches from their skirts.
downstairs to the gym and so— Hard going up the steps at interafter a good 20 minutes—to the mission, isn't it? Half of your time
dant'2 floor. There they graceful- is spent going up, the other fourth
ly float around for exactly three is spent finding who you started
steps when some unknown yellow out with, but tho nice last fourth
gown and navy blues jams Into Is when you can breeze back down
their side. The orchestra is really around 11:10 by yourselves and
there, and we are beginning to maybe sneak a few extra spins
believe all of S. T. C. is, too! What and dips in while the orchestra is
a dance! What a night! What gor- warming up. and the rest of the
geous gals and what handsome crowd Is straggling in.
men! What an orchestra! Man!
The last hour is the most dancWhat a crowd! Jitterbugglng can ed of entire evening. You feel
never be an accomplished art In putty good by now, and when 12
this place—throw your partner out midnight rolls around, you and
for a twlrr and you end up with your man call it quits, and you besome strange chick who has a be- come the property of 8. T. C. once
wildered look on her charming more . . .
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May 16, Date Set
For Tennis Finals
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MARY HARRISON'S

Week-enders at Longwood Include All
On the Ball From Practical Joker to KP Girls

SOFTBALL
By REBECCA TOMLINSON
This is just a reminder for all
you girls who have missed out on
Plaid shirts, dungarees and a camper. Kitchen police is elected,
either Monday and Wednesday at blanket roll, and we are headed and the havoc of a very tasty meal
4:50. or Tuesday and Thursday at for the Longwood cabin to spend is put in order.
It is growing dark now. so we
One more week ... If it's a
Finals for tennis are scheduled 3:50, to get those extra prac- the night. Each year it is always
something to look forward to sit for awhile under the slowly
pretty week, we're all right, but for May 16, and the semi-finals tices in.
There will be points for the col- when you are a member of one of darkening sky, watching the stars
U the weather man doesn't make
up his mind before long, we'll all are to be played May 15. The or cup gamed by the winning these extra-special trips. Even if pop out, and singing together the
be nervous wrecks instead of Just doubles tennis tournament, de- team, so come out and give your you are a member of the clean- old songs everyone loves and relayed for the past week due to support to your class. Some of you up committee, you can't help but members. Someone has started a
the Madame.
girls Men to think you have to be
DAY BY DAY
rain, finally started thus past week- able to play a professional game. start out with a song on your lips, fire inside the cabin, for the nights
as you head toward the haven of grow chill, and it's a good feeling
Starting out with a visitor, J. end. Because of the delay, all
Oh no! Just keep up your pitch- trees and good old out-of-doors.
to huddle around the fireplace
Carter's Jimmy, (who is Lieu*.
Finally, we are all here, and trading stories, most of which alNelss when awa-, from S. T. ft), players ».re urged to play off their ing, and try for a couple of homrode with us first hour Wednes- first rounds by Thursday this ers, or either a small one base hit begins the organization of making ways end up with ghostlike endtould do the trick.
the beds and straightening things i""s The perpetual bridge playday and took in a tour of the week, if the weather permits.
You owe your support to your
Airport just for variety. Jimmy
The line-up has been posted class, so be out on the field on out. for a neat camper is a good ers even follow us here, and a hlcamper. With a sigh of relief the
ii card game keeps everyone
was a shining example of mili- recently on the bulletin board,
one of your free afternoons and
tary trimness . . . until he showed and partners signed to play are give up an afternoon movie in ex- last bunk is made up. and the in a good mood.
A rousing pillow fight, and a
food lias been stored in preparaup to ride in the Madam's blue- Beanie Dudley and Mary Jane
Jean.s and Jean Carter's leather King; Kitty Hankins and George change for a hot, fast moving tion for the supper hour, which few more songs, and then we are
softball game!
already seems hours away, that leady to hit the sack as the Navy
Jacket.
Ann Lewis; Lucy Bralley and TENNIS
short hike even made you hun- says, or as a camper would say,
Second hour Wednesday rode In Spottswood Hunicutt; Eloise StanCome on fans, the weather
roll in our blankets, A few muffled
the rain, but when questioned un- cell and Lou Baker; Phyllis Watts teems to be well on the way to gry.
cood nights, and quietness seems
Shouts
from
outside,
call
you
der strict supervision, everyone and Frances Lee; Dot Owen and spring, who knows tomorrow, we
admitted she
"didn't feel a Grace Lloyd; Mary Harrison and may have snow, but the annual away, and very soon you are en- r bout teady to cov:>r all. but sudgrossed in a softball game, or some c>n'y there is a scream, and one
thing!"
Helen Wilson; Nancy Magner and doubles tennia tournament is now tumbling act gotten up by your of our practical jokers has suceedThursday the rain didn't give Jean Bentley; Betty and Nancy being played off. If you aren't on buddies. This is a perfect way to , d in mnkirir. her joke a good one,
anyone a chance, but Friday the Parrish; Peggy T. Ross and Mar- the slate to play, you could come work up that appetite, and stow- for the chaperon discovers a
weather turned off and on like a garet Orange; Bobby Scott and out and be one of the faithful ing away hamburgers and rolls is small frog in her bed.
cold shower, anfl between drops. Mary Walker Watts; Ann Motley backers.
really going to make the evening
At last everyone quiets down,
the first hour went out. Joyce, and Lise D'AnJou; and Ophelia
To you girls who are participat- complete.
and as you lie there with your
with Duff. J Babb. Ann Baer. Whittle and Betty Burchett.
ing in the game, the gym is an
Finally the cook calls, "come nominate already peacefully snorMrQuire. and Winnie Fox had "
excellent place to practice by hit- and get it." that long awaited for ing away, you can't help but think
Just n ached Longwood Avenue back in.
ting the ball against the wall, It's call, and it is readily answered. lhat it's an awfully nice world you
When came the first downpour, sol Joyce Hill and Winnie Fox can- sure to come back. Beware of Hamburgers, potato chips, salad, ivc in. Turning over you sigh
lnto somebody's shed went Miss.tered officially for the first time those numerous windows, who hot rolls, coffee and cake taste softly and the Longwood cabin
Black and Callie and all the gals, j on Monday and found it wasn't knows you may knock one hard awfully good to a very hungry Jeeps quietly in a starlit night.
with the other horses tied under | as bad as expected. And one of drive through the pane to the
protecting trees, and there they the most impressive meetings yet pool, result, no window, no ball!
All applications for enlistment
parked, right at home, til the sun came about when the hay - ride Please comply with the previously
as
physical therapy aides are
came out again. Once in the ring.: wagons filled with Presbyterians mentioned rules for use of the
forwarded to the Surgeon Genhowever, came another cold.' on thejr way to Longwood met'eourts- and th« best of luck to all
Minding drizzle with which they j the line of horses on their way in of you ln tne tournament.
Throughout Virginia during the eral in Washington.
took to the woods. Once under to town Monday afternoon. pret- R,PI.NG.
Referring to horses, please. The ™nth °f May e,mfhasif **J»
the shelter of the tree, though. ty sight from either side of the
big day for the riding classes will slcal
fiftj? the 'SP**?! *J*T
the sun burst forth scorchingly, roacj
be held May 19 at Longwood. The j
"»««* aides by the Wornand the disgusted riders were
Pure Drugs
en s
Shirley Didlake is back at
„ Army Corps it was announdried out before they reached school, but understanding^ en- horses will be shining and those
Perfumes—Toilet
Articles
eager girls who do the riding wlil £ TSS*, by C*Ptam £** *
home
ough, says she never wants to see also shine. The horse show Is anlBrlor' who ls ln cnarge of WAC Varied Assortment of Stationery
Saturday morning the colt was another "horse!
Quality—Price —Service
annual event, and under the able recruitin8 in Virginia,
feelln' fine, so Joyce turned her
Due
direction of Joyce Cheatwood
*° the ur«ent need by the
SHOW
BUSINESS
loose on the outside of the ring.
One definite fact is the weather ■Army Med'cal Department for SEE THE
The ribbons are finished, the
Never a dull moment . . . each
hvsical
theraphy aides, this entime a car drove by, Cokie buck- programs are underway, the priz- is excellent for riding. A quick Plistment program
Variety of Selections of New
is timed to tie
ride,
will
assure
you
a
ready
aped all over the golf course. Each es are pouring in. and the gang
in
with
the
closing
of
the
college
BRACELETS
time the .lass cantered around is getting excited. If you'd like petite, and good exercise. Purch- year, inasmuch as only college
ase
your
ticket
soon
as
they
go
on
the tosidf, Colue galloped around an advance bit of bait, some of
at
women are eligible to apply, the
the outside, waving her heels and the prizes will be cash, some may sale, and be out with the other captain stated.
ducking her head, and having the be movie passes, there's a beauti- "horse lovers", and watch the gala
College women accepted will
event.
time of her young life. Callie ful Hunting print from Martin's
take a nine month's physical
SWIMMING
did nothing to admonish her I and a horse vase fullof cut flowSplash! A dip in the pool is a theraphy course at one of the 11
playful 3-year-old, nor did Joyce, ers from Collins's . . . and that's sure way to cool off during the schools in the country and upon
but when the time came to come not all. Better get ready to bring hot days we are about to go! successful completion of the
home, it required nothing more in a blue ... the prize goes with through here at S. T. C. You girls course will be commissioned as a
than a "Come here, young lady," first place; second, third and take advantage of those recrea- ' second lieutenant. They will bo
and she practicaly walked under j fourth being Just the ribbons,
tional swim periods on Saturday! discharged from the WAC when
the saddle.
Mr. Taylor is lending us his lit- nights, and who knows you may ; commissioned and serve as a phySaturday afternoon found Polly : tie mare from now on up til be well on the way to the H30 I steal therapy aide in one of the
Commack Laundon a welcome vis- j through the show, and his stallion Club membership.
! 60 Army general hospitals.
ltor, and to be honest, she didn't for the day itself. Jean Souer- HIKING
; physical therapy, the Surlook much bigger on horse-back wen will be back for the big day,
The sport above may not be on geon General's office explained, is
than did the small fry class she, and everyone is up ln the air get- the calendar of athletics, but it | the scientific treatment of injury
rode with. Mary Kent was out ting ready. iThat might be as is a postive way to get exercise, or disease by physical measures,
on her pony, and the whole group. literal as it sounds).
and leave those four walls behind. consisting of massage, exercise and
found themselves rarin' to go at \ Mr. j Q Dickinson of Amelia, Some warm Sunday, get a gang of treatment by means of water 'hypractically a steady canter the j has consented to be judge along good hikers, and hit the road, find drotheraphy). heat (thermotherwhole hour out. That's one class | with Miss Burger, and numbers some field and creek—result, apy) and by the use of electrical
ln the Horse Show that will really j have already been lettered for peace in the pink!
currents (electrotherapy.)
When "the man" comes home,
arm bands.
prove interesting.
The first six months of trainSunday was nearly a horse show
Don't miss classes because we he's going to want to do some- ing consists of academic training
in itself. Many of the May Day said this, but don't miss a single thing besides park ln the drug- and practice work. The other
vtattors had just enough watching chance to practice between now store, you'll have to learn to be an three are spent in an Army hosJoyce and Robin Saturday to and next week. Get in your make- old hand at hiking. Put on your pital doing actual physical thermake them want to see more, and up rides before the show, and you hiking shoes, and have a good apy treatment under supervision.
Sunday afternoon found every- will have more chance at those long hike, it does wonders.
Until next week, be a good sport, Select Your
body at the ring who could walk, purty ribbons.
and get in the game.
drive, or thumb to Longwood. ElMOTHER'S DAY GIFT
Take It easy, though, and stay
lis Jumped the Colt twice around on the bit!
FROM OUR LARGE
In
Greece
civilians
must
pay
with no knock-downs, which Jean
Pegasus
SELECTION
$200 for a pair of shoes made of
Carter equalled with Colonel.
synthetic
substance
which
falls
Sterrett took Gypsy around twice
to pieces after five miles of walkwith two knock-downs. Jody took \
ing.
Darky with one. The pairs of
riders were practicing, and we
think the spectators had a pleasant afternoon's entertainment. As
for riders, the day ended with
MILL WORK
lemonade and cokes for the pause
that refreshed prior to going
BUILDING MATERIALS

Semi-Finals To Be
Played on May 15

Physical Therapists
Recruited In May

Gray's Drug Store

Lynn's Jewelery Store
Visit...
NEWBERRY'S
For all of your
Mother's Day Needs
J. J. NEWBERRY
CO.

Quiz Contest
Continued from Page 1
man from Farmville; Fay By id
Johnson, senior from V in ton:
Sara Moling, senior from Winchester; and Jane Ruffln. senior
from Charles City County.
The judges were Lt. J. B. Anderson, Miss Carmen Clark, and
Mr. Willard Hart. Shirley Cruser and Jimmy Womack, were the
time keepers, and Agnes Stokes
and Louis Lancaster were score
keepers.

H-S Victorious
Continued from Page I
A. K. G., and congratulations to
the first winners of the brand new
silver cup, and so long til next
year . . . when look out again . . .
'cause you can't keep a smart
team down!
Elizabeth Arden Leg Film V.00
3 shades—Sun Bronze. Sun
Beige, Sun Copper

Southside Drug Store
Remember MOTHER on Mothers Day with FLOWERS
Phone 181 Day—4 Nlte

Collins Florist

Farmville's Leading Florist
For—GOOD SERVICE
And GOOD EATS
Always Go To—

SHANNON'S
TRY OUR

Home-made Pies

10c slice.
"They melt in your mouth"

College Shoppe
Patronize
PATTERSON'S
Unexcelled Soda Service
Prescriptions i Specialty
WHITMAN'S AND
HOLLINGSWORTH CANDIES
MONTAG STATIONERY

The complete drug
store
PATTERSON
DRUG
CO.
328 MAIN STREET

MOTHERS DAY
Sunday, May 13th

MARTIN The Jeweler

Farmville Mfg. Co.

I

SHORT PAJAMAS

The Convenient Store for Faculty
and Student Body
Good Things to Eat and Drink

Want to make those hot summer nights
cool with a pair of

Butcher's

I

PHONE _
78

MIDRIFF SHORT
PAJAMAS
all sizes at

*
I

$3.95
DOROTHY MAY STORE

MOTHER'S DAY
Cards—
—Gifts—
—Novelties
ROSE'S
5c-10c-25c-$l.O0 Store

WELL'S TAXI
Goes Anywhere Within 25 Miles
of Farmville

MOTHER
with a useful gift
from

Farmville. Va.

High Street

WE MEET ALL TRAINS AND
BU8ES

Remember your

DAVIDSON'S
RECORDS
VICTOR, COIUMBIA. DECCA.
BLUEBIRD & OKEH
Popular—Classical—Hillbilly
New Location—Main Street

Wilson Firestone
Store

The Hnune of Quality

FARMVILLE'S LARGEST AND FINEST
DEPARTMENT STORE
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Clothes He Likes
Are In Style Now

•
SENIOR
*
• PERSONALITY •

Each Class Offers
Different Things

B> IIKLENK (iKIFFIN

By MARGARET WILSON

At first your heart's putting
anything a P-47 could do to
.shame, because just the knowledge that you'll see him soon after nearly two years is enough to
make any girl go into spins. After a few days this horrible, realistic thought Mushes into your slowly recuperating mind. What will
I wear??? Should you wear the
flattering black with the tiny peplum and the two pink roses giving just the right amount of color, or should you wear a suit and
look halfway like the gal he left
behind?
Well, we decided on the black
for his first glimpse of "how
you've changed or not changed.'
After all, you do want to look
your best, and that smooth sheer
certainly does something for your
■■finger". There'll be a dance at
the Country club, too. What for
that? The new pink jersey? The
low V-neck, with the softly draped bodice that tapers down just
I hint below your hips to fall into
a million perfect, pink, slinky
fold*—watch out, Lt.n
You know from "way back
AII n". that he likes seeing you
In spoils' clothes. Hmmm. there's
the good-looking checked suit,
you could weai with ■ high neck
white blouse, or either that drape,
T-shirt you picked up last week.
Rpmember the dark green gabardine he liked so well? You
could add some of that plaid
braiding on the front panel, the
collar and cuffs, and a belt could
In ■ made, too. It would add color
to that tailored outfit, and he'd
love it without knowing "why".
There's always "Old Faithful",
Hie two piece rayon gabardine affair, with the cardigan jacket and
pli ah d skirt. You can change
thai with some shirts, and maybe
wear the light blue angora sweater with the skirt . . . O. K.?
By now you're convinced you
can keep yourself looking "reet"
while he's here, if Mom will only
li t you buy that black mesh job
you saw in Saks window with the
cap sleeves and "straight across"
neck line . . . ummm ... is it fair
to him? We think so!!! Good
luck to you, and we hope the
clothes look as good to him as you
will!

•One opens a door, enters a room
-four walls, covered on three
ides with black boards—aims au.omaticaily for the first, last or
.liddle row. according to the
mount of studying done the night
>. fore, and slides into a seat. The
irocess is elemental—part of the
laily routine of some nine hundred hopefuls of S. T. C. To the
outdated observer the same pros is followed in entering from
our to five of these classrooms
per day. Each room looks reasonauiy like tne others—not awfully
.m active, but on the whole not
.oo bau. iney all iook alike ah
rignt, but the old SiC'ers knows
c.ua. 'loose rooms are loaded
,Wln personality—some positive,
some negative. Lets follow ourselves through a day, and let's
make it a tough one—we went to
Dieakfast.
Well, it's 8:20 o'clock, so lets
start to our eight five classes. We
grab a pencil, to write home with,
leave our books on the floor, pull
our roommate out of bed, ana
eventually, when we cant find
anything else to do, we go to ciass.
Already conscious of the general
nature of the room, we arrive at
the door, open it boldly, make an
entrance, charge through six pairs
of feet to our last seat on the last
row and go back to sleep. Aoout
lorty minutes later we rouse ourselves, stagger out, and begin to
Knock ourseives back into shape.
We needed that forty minutes ot
relaxation, cause this nine-five has
a double barreled personality. We
approach to within ten feet of the
door, read that last paragraph for
the fiftieth time, pause for a moment of prayer, straighten our
shoulders, and enter like the wellknown lamb going to the youknow-what. We sit on the first
row. put on our interested faces,
and fight a losing battle with epilepsy.
Hallelejah, that's over! Now
this next one's our meat. It has a
nice, substantial personality. We
had the stuff in high school anyway, so we can always put up an
intelligent front. However, the success of this approach depends
largely upon the amount of "bulling" which the subject will take.
Facts and figures have a way of
vanishing over a period of time.
Thus a small degree of review is
needed, after which we find it possible to relax, and confidently
await developments. Well, that's
that.
Afternoon brings a new variety
of rooms. With a last longing
glance at that beautiful gravel on
the roof, we wend our way to the
gym—or, maybe to the lab. There
amongst basket balls and little
green frogs, we conclude our survey of class room personalities.
Some are fun, others work, others
an interesting combination of the
two—but they all have something.

ELEANOR WADE

This week the senior spotlight
is turned on Eleanor Wade, president of the ciass of '45. Characterized by short, curly blond hair,
•Ellie", as she is fondly called,
hails from Charlottesviile, and
will be found next year teaching
in Fredericksburg, a thing she
Keenly desires and has wanted all
bar hie.
A capable, efficient leader, Ellie
served this year as president of
tne Monogram Club and as president of Kappa, Delta Pi as well
as her class. Her service and lead■ramp ability were recognized by
Alpiia Kappa Gamma in her junior year.
Her keen mind has made her a
straight A" student, and she does
aer work in a minute, neat handwriting. But she is athletically
minded, too, and served as captain
on the varsity basketball team
this year.
In dancing as in other things,
■....i- is a strong leader, and she
ioves to jitterbug"—when she is
not on a dance fioor. Her favorite
pastime is eating, and her favorite
loods are chocolate ice cream and
caramel cake. And she goes to the
movies all the time. Among the
oilier things that go to make up
ner individual and well-rounded
personality is the fact that she
never wears a sweater without a
olouse under it.
She comes way down at the end
of the alphabet, but she comes at
the front with the students. She's
tall, charming, and poised; she's
possessor of a good disposition
and a keen sense of humor, she's
intelligent and athletic; she's a
leader; she's "fiist lady" of the
The Navy has announced that seniors- -she's Ellie.
2.000 more WAVES each month
a iv now I1M<M tO keep pace with
the acceleration of the war in the
Pacific.
Continued Jrom Page 1
About half of this number will
third
grade; Florence Godwin,
be selected for the Hospital Corps,
Virginia
Prince, and Margaret
in which 13,000 WAVES are on
duty at present along with 120,000 Verell, fourth grade. Esther Shevmale hospital corpsmen. In order lck, Jeanne Button, and Anna
adequately to care for current and lhadlee are teaching music, and
Jane Knupton is teaching art.
oomina eaiualUee, the Navy must
Home economics include Beryl
have more WAVES to assist in
Brannon,
Evelyn Grizzard, Eleathe rare *>l patients at naval hospitals. Young women are care- nor Hail, Rosa Hill, Dora Walker
Jones, Mary Frances Moon, Lucy
fully selected for Hospital Corps
Maiison Sharpe, and Elsie Thompduty during the ll week..' training son.
in New York which all recruits
Working with physical educareceive. Tim., selected for the tion in the training school are
Hospital Corps receive I months' Alice Buck, Honey Hutt, Elizabeth
additional hospital training which MountoaaUe, Martha Watkins and
covers: anatomy, elenii ■ntary Phyllis Watt*.
el.imistry. hygiene, minor surgery, hai'tennloi'.y. etc. Trainees
•elected tot duly other than in v.ho haw had at least two years
the hospital corps will go directly of high school, and who have no
from trainmi: school to various Children under 18 years of age,
naval itattoni for assignment to are united to visit their nearest
Navy Recruiting Station to learn
I al types of duty
The 82,000 WAVES now on ac- Whether or not they are qualified
ini v are rendering outstandi rvtoa In the WAVES.
ing performance and si rvice. but
in order to assure adequate medloal Ban tor Navy, Marine and
Coast Ouard casualties and to assure that shore jobs on which the
fleet is dtpendent are adequately
to
filled, the navy is asking for 2.000
more women each month.
Young women, aged 20 to 36,

2,000 WAVES More,
Needed Eaeh Month

College Teachers

Just Looking, Thanks ■
By ANNE BUCK
News and views of this weekend's activities included dates seen
on the campus for the May Day
•lance. Couples seen were Betsy
Caldwell and Sumpter Priddy;
Evelyn Grizzard and James Clark:
Charlotte Grizzard and M. D.
Jrizzard. Jr.; Lucy Bowling and
Bill Lacy; Ginny Packett and
Charlie French; Alice Nichols and
Juk Fowler; Dot Bennett and
Jonnie Walsh; Evelyn Goodman
and J. C. Turk; Nan S*ours and
James McKeevie; Lillian Elliott
and penny Elliott; Katherine Raincy and C'narles Carlton; Helen
Pullet and Tommy Thompson;
Kitty Saunders and John C. Abarnathy; Frances Partin and HoDarl Nicholson; Jean Anderson
and George Brooks; and Ruth
Jones and Jeter Ligon.
Also Kitty Kearsley and J. C.
Knard; Helen Apperson and Joe
Keeler; Frances Garnett and Bruce
Shorne; Jq,ne Waring Ruffin and
usuis Graham; Marian Wittkamp
and Buckie Cowardin; Frances
Hobson and Strady Folkes; Jane
Baines and William Barnett; Annette Anthony and Thiford Kahn;
Betty Bibb and Harold Jeans:
Bunny Cunningham. Bob Johnson; Margaret Ellett and Bill
Meredith; Nancy Dickerson and
Jack Tureman; Fay Johnson and
Frank Padgett; Carmen Low and
George Kostel; Ann Kingdon and
Ting Bcalle; Martha Wells and
Tom G. Hardy; and Page Cook
and Bob Miller.
Also Barbara Jean Wiley and
"Stoney" Partin; Joyce Sisk and
Nubbs" Roland; Connie Hubbard
and Jimmie Rabb; Virginia Farrier and Mac Rennack; Coleen
Agee and Doug Agee; Ann Bear
and Bud Hall; Jane Glenn and
Billy Watkins; Lucy Messick and
Jack Dunn; Bea Jones and Charlie
Barger; Mar Kent Stevens and
Bob Rankin; Pat Carter and Hubert Taylor; Nancy Adams and
Rocky Smith; and Mary Lou
Graham and Charles Fitzpatrlck.
Also Alpha Mae Torrence and
Waldo Dodson; Celia Scott and
Bill Baldock; Betty Jane Shepherd and Hedley Dodson; Libby
Driscoll and 'Walt' Kahe; Beatrice Bruch and "Scotty" Balson;
Mary Lou Bagley and Ted Hanel:
Connie Christian and Harold Tidier; Nancy Whitehead and Brooks
Walker; Betty Minetree and T. J.
Whitehead; Heidi Lacy and H. M.
Lacy; Cathryn Cregar and Dicy
Moore; Jane Mantiply and Nat
Haskins; Kitty S. Bridgeforth and
Bill Dougherty; Evelyn H. Frank
and Pete Dreeskie; Mary Ellen
Temple and George Gragg; Barbara Ellen Crowther and Hunter
Pettus; Dot Haile and Robert
Bowery; Mary Ann Clark and Bill
Baxter; Ann Ha user and Paul
Hauser; Augusta Hargan and Bab
Frantz; Kitty Hohn and Gene O-

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
Farmville, Virginia

Bed-Check

Member of Federal Reserve Bank
and
Continued from Page 2
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
helping to direct one of the best
senior plays ever to be presented
at Farmville High School.
Correction to last week's column—a man was found on third
floor Junior.
Question of the week: Is the
Navy chaplain who preached at
DURHAM, N C.
the Methodist church married?
The next class will be admitted
Poguey would appreciate any inSeptember 27, 1945. Only one class
formation on the subject.
is enrolled each year.
Basic entrance requirements are
intelligence, aptitude for nursing,
and character. The academic requirements are 16 units of High
I .11 Millie. Va.
School and at least one semester
each of College Chemistry and
Member: Federal Reserve System Biology or Zoology. Annual tuition
..Federal Deposit insurance Co. cost is $100 and covers the cost
of instruction and maintenance.
Duke University School of Nursing offers the B. S. in Nursing upon completion of the 3-year nurslngjroursc and 60 semester hours
Opposite Pout Office
of acceptable Colhge credits.
See Catherine Trower
Duke University School of Nursing also participates in the U. S.
Our Representative
Have your RIDING CLOTHES Nurse Cadet Corps program. Under this plan, students who pledge
tarnivillr, Virginia
themselves to continue in nursing
Cleaned at the
throughout the war, receive free
tuition, uniforms and a small
Member of Federal Reserve Bunk
monthly stipend.
and
Application forms and catalogue
501 llnch St
Farmville, Va
can
be obtained from: Dean, Duke
Federal Deposit Insurance
Farmvllle's Finest Flowers
University School of Nursing,
Corporation
Telephone 296
Duke Hospital. Durham, N. C.

Bring; your clothes for
prompt service
K LEAN WELL
CLEANERS

PEOPLES

NATIONAL BANK

(has. E. Burg
Florist

Stohr Will Speak
At Farmville HS

Brien; Diddy Ford and Charlie
Treanor, Martha Higgins and Roland Walton; Louise Reaves and
Wilson Reaves; Betty Lew Hayward and C'narles Edmonds; Pat
McLear and Curtis Anderson; Hildrian Suttle and Clifford Suttle;
Margaret Lohr and Arthur Turner
Stroll; and Peepsie Brooks and
Bill Wall.
Former students back on campus this week-end include Charotte Corell Floyd. Nancy Wilkinson, Betty Hones, Florence Porter. Betty King, Mary Elizabeth
Grizzard. Lucille Cheatham, Betty Wright, Caroline Caldwell Elizabeth Goodwin Sale, Gloria Pollard. Lucille Lewis. Phyllis Butler,
Elizabeth Meeks, Iris Ferguson,
Virginia Watts, Ruth Bird, Nancy
Watts. Nancy Wolfe. M. K. Ingham. Gloria Pollard. Ruth Klrkpatrick. Lyde Thompson, Rachel
Ammen. Delia Gregory, and Beth
Johnson.
Also Margie Lee Culley, Elizabeth McCoy. Jerry Titmus, Nancy
Hutter. Anne Farris. Evelyn Pankey, Marie Nichols, Eva Read, and
a host of others.

Miss Edalene Stohr, home economist for National Livestock and
Meat Board of Chicago, will give
a demonstration concerning the
are, cooking and serving of meat
It the Farmville High School
lUBOfl room May 9 at 7:30 p. m.
During her demonstration she
will te 1 how to select this essential
ood at the market which is so
difficult to obtain at this time.
The demonstration is being sponsored by the Home Economic
Teacher Training Department and
the Prince Edward County Nutrlion Committee.
Miss Stohr received .her degree
in Home Economics from Iowa
State Teachers College. She has
had wide experience in many
phases of Home Economic work.
Home Economics majors and
any students who are interested
in this program are invited to attend.

54 Gauge

Two quarts of milk added to
one quart of heavy cream makes
cream of sufficient strength when
serving coffee to 100 people.

HOSE
Limit, one pair to
customer
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Due to lengih of this picture
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DUKE UNIVERSITY
School of Nursing

Planters Bank &
Trust Co.

Girls in the
Horse Show

DE LUXE
CLEANERS

Have you discovered Dura-Gloss Nail Polish? How s-m-o-o-t-h1-y ana easily it flows on? How fast it dries? How beautifully
it brings out your whole personality? There's a wonderful ingredient in it called "Clirystallyne* that makes it a special jewel
among nail polishes. 10<t, plug lax.
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